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Abstract

Citations are essential building blocks in sci-001
entific knowledge production. Citation con-002
tent analysis using NLP methods has been pro-003
posed to benefit tasks such as scientific pa-004
per summarization and research impact assess-005
ment. In this paper, we propose a new task, ci-006
tation subject matter extraction, and augment007
an existing citation sentiment corpus with cita-008
tion context and subject matter annotations to009
enable a finer-grained study of citation content.010
We propose a BERT-based multi-task model to011
jointly address these three classification tasks012
(i.e., context, subject matter, and sentiment) by013
enabling knowledge transfer across tasks. Our014
experimental results show the effectiveness of015
our joint model over single task models. We016
also obtain state-of-the-art results for the cita-017
tion sentiment classification task and demon-018
strate that isolating the subject matter signif-019
icantly improves this task. Our error analy-020
sis suggests improving annotation consistency021
and using external knowledge sources could022
further improve performance. We will make023
our code, data, and annotation guidelines pub-024
licly available upon acceptance.025

1 Introduction026

Citations play a fundamental role in scholarly com-027

munication. It is through citations that scientific028

claims gain credibility and become beliefs (Green-029

berg, 2011). Citation-based metrics, such as journal030

impact factor (Garfield, 1972) and h-index (Hirsch,031

2005), are also widely used to measure the schol-032

arly contributions of researchers and journals (Walt-033

man, 2016), although their shortcomings are gener-034

ally acknowledged (Hicks et al., 2015).035

Citation content analysis (Zhang et al., 2013) is036

concerned with understanding the qualitative na-037

ture of the relationship between the citing and the038

cited papers at finer granularity, including citation039

context (Abu-Jbara and Radev, 2012; Qazvinian040

and Radev, 2010), citation sentiment (Athar, 2014;041

Xu et al., 2015), citation function (Teufel et al., 042

2006a,b; Jurgens et al., 2018; Lauscher et al., 043

2021), and citation significance (Zhu et al., 2015; 044

Valenzuela et al., 2015). Citation content analysis 045

can not only augment purely quantitative citation- 046

based metrics, but can also be beneficial for down- 047

stream tasks, such as scientific paper summariza- 048

tion (Qazvinian and Radev, 2008) and automatic 049

survey generation (Mohammad et al., 2009). 050

In this paper, we propose a new fine-grained 051

citation content analysis task, citation subject 052

matter extraction and investigate its interaction 053

with citation context and sentiment classification 054

tasks. We define subject matter as “the text span 055

in the citing paper that corresponds to the main 056

topic/argument/claim that is cited from the refer- 057

ence paper.” We base our study on a corpus of clini- 058

cal trial articles (Xu et al., 2015). As the motivation 059

for this task, we argue that current characterizations 060

of citation content may be too simplistic to address 061

the citation tasks that require cross-document link- 062

ing of citing and reference articles, such as scien- 063

tific paper summarization (Qazvinian and Radev, 064

2008; Jaidka et al., 2019; Chandrasekaran et al., 065

2019, 2020) and citation accuracy assessment (Co- 066

han and Goharian, 2017; Kilicoglu, 2018). First, 067

most related work characterizes citation context 068

as the citation sentence or a fixed number of sen- 069

tences around the citation (Athar and Teufel, 2012; 070

Jaidka et al., 2019). However, citation context of- 071

ten spans multiple, possibly non-contiguous, sen- 072

tences (Qazvinian and Radev, 2010) or may cor- 073

respond to clause-level fragments (Abu-Jbara and 074

Radev, 2012). Second, a citation context often 075

consists of two components (Small, 1978): an ob- 076

jective characterization of the reference paper (i.e., 077

its subject matter) and an interpretive component, 078

which indicates a commentary by the authors to- 079

ward the reference paper, often referred to as cita- 080

tion sentiment (Athar, 2014). We hypothesize that 081

distinguishing the subject matter from the authors’ 082
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interpretation of it would enable a more precise083

linking of the citing paper to the reference paper084

and benefit tasks such as citation sentiment classifi-085

cation and citation accuracy assessment. For illus-086

tration, consider the example below with two cita-087

tions (underlined) preceded by their subject matter088

spans (in bold), taken from a clinical trial article.089

(1) CQ was significantly less effective than SP090

and AQ+AS in treating uncomplicated falci-091

parum malaria, with overall treatment failure092

of 35.9% within 14 days of follow up. These093

data show a higher prevalence of chloro-094

quine resistance than reported in previous095

studies [19-21] and a good effectiveness of096

SP and AQ [22, 23].097

Both sentences must be included in the context of098

the citations in the second sentence (due to coref-099

erence). Furthermore, two citations refer to dif-100

ferent subject matters from cited papers. In cross-101

document linking, focusing on these specific parts,102

rather than the full sentence, is likely to be benefi-103

cial. Also note that the sentiment of the first citation104

is negative and that of the second is positive, sug-105

gesting that accurate subject matter extraction can106

lead to better sentiment classification.107

In this paper, we make the following contribu-108

tions. First, we propose citation subject matter109

extraction as a new citation content analysis task.110

Second, we present a corpus of clinical trial articles111

augmented with citation context and subject matter112

annotations. Third, we propose a multi-task learn-113

ing approach to recognize citation context, subject114

matter, and sentiment simultaneously. Fourth, we115

assess the contribution of each task to the others116

qualitatively and through ablation, showing that the117

multi-task setup benefits all tasks.118

2 Methods119

In this section, we first describe the clinical trial120

citation corpus used in this study. Next, we provide121

the details on our multi-task learning model and122

the experimental setup.123

2.1 Clinical trial citation corpus124

We used a corpus of the discussion sections of 285125

clinical trial articles with 4,182 citations, first re-126

ported in Xu et al. (2015). The original corpus127

consists of citation sentiment annotations only. It128

was double-annotated with an inter-annotator agree-129

ment of 0.504 (Cohen’s κ) and adjudicated by a130

third annotator.131

We enriched this corpus with the citation con- 132

text and subject matter annotations. In line with 133

previous work (e.g., Abu-Jbara and Radev (2012)), 134

we defined citation context as “the text spans that 135

are relevant to understanding the contribution of a 136

particular citation to the article in consideration”. 137

Citation context is expected to be interpretable in 138

isolation and can consist of a sentence, a sentence 139

fragment, or a set of, possibly non-contiguous, sen- 140

tences. For subject matter, we used the definition 141

given in Section 1. The subject matter span can be 142

the same as or be subsumed by the context span. 143

Some citation contexts may not include any ex- 144

plicit subject matter. Annotation guidelines were 145

developed based on a preliminary annotation of 146

7 articles (of 285). Next, 30 articles were anno- 147

tated by three annotators to measure inter-annotator 148

agreement and adjudicated. The remaining 248 arti- 149

cles were annotated by a single annotator. F1 mea- 150

sure was used to calculate inter-annotator agree- 151

ment on multiply-annotated articles (Hripscak and 152

Rothschild, 2005). Average agreement with partial 153

matches was 0.83 for both citation context and sub- 154

ject matter. With exact match, agreement is lower 155

(0.56 for context and 0.33 for subject matter), indi- 156

cating that determining the precise boundaries of 157

these elements is challenging. 158

Table 1 shows several example annotations from 159

the corpus. In the first example, subject matter is in 160

a sentence different from the citation sentence, sug- 161

gesting that simply using the citation sentence for 162

content analysis is likely to fail. The second exam- 163

ple (rows 2-3) illustrates a case in which a sentence 164

contains two citations with overlapping subject mat- 165

ter spans. Accurately identifying these spans could 166

serve the downstream tasks better. In the third ex- 167

ample (rows 4-5), the interpretive components of 168

the two citations indicate different sentiment values 169

while their subject matters are the same, similarly 170

illustrating that these tasks are interrelated. 171

2.2 Model Architecture 172

While citation analysis tasks are often solved sep- 173

arately (Abu-Jbara and Radev, 2012; Abu-Jbara 174

et al., 2013), some recent work considered two or 175

more tasks together to benefit from multi-task learn- 176

ing (Yousif et al., 2019; Su et al., 2019). Compared 177

with previous work, we make fewer assumptions 178

about the distribution of citation contexts to get 179

as complete a context as possible. We propose 180

a multi-task model to solve the tasks of context 181
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ID Senti-
ment Citation context (subject matter)

1 positive
One possible explanation is that the combination of aspirin and clopidogrel played
an important role in reducing the early risk of stroke. This conclusion is in
accordance with the results of Wong et al. [36].

2 neutral
Many studies that emerged during the past decades described a benefit of dietary
fiber intake, such as a decreased risk of colorectal cancer [10], and lowering of
cholesterol and triglycerides levels [11].

3 neutral
Many studies that emerged during the past decades described a benefit of dietary
fiber intake, such as a decreased risk of colorectal cancer [10], and lowering of
cholesterol and triglycerides levels [11].

4 neutral Several phase III randomized studies of cancer vaccines have been performed [18],
but very few of them were successful [19].

5 positive Several phase III randomized studies of cancer vaccines have been performed [18],
but very few of them were successful [19].

Table 1: Examples from the corpus. In each row, the relevant citation marker is underlined and the subject matter
span corresponding to it in bold.

sentence extraction, subject matter extraction and182

citation sentiment classification simultaneously to183

benefit from knowledge transfer across tasks. An-184

notated citation contexts are sometimes sentence185

fragments rather than full sentences; however, we186

perform sentence-level context extraction because187

we observed that the great majority of context anno-188

tations involved full sentences in our corpus (96%189

intersection-over-union (IoU) between context an-190

notations and context sentences). The overall archi-191

tecture is shown in Figure 1 and each component192

is discussed below.193

Shared encoder To get the input to our model,194

we first need to select a text window surrounding195

the citation which covers the author’s discussion196

about the cited work. This window must be care-197

fully chosen: if the window is too small, it will198

truncate the citations that span a longer range of199

text, causing information loss; if the window is too200

wide, it will introduce too many negative samples201

for the context sentence extraction, and may in-202

clude too much irrelevant information from other203

cited papers that interferes with the model’s pre-204

dictions on this current citation. Adjacent citations205

often have highly overlapping context (as seen in206

Table 1) and are meant to be understood together207

by human readers. Designing a model that benefits208

from larger context while remaining discrimina-209

tive enough on adjacent citations is challenging.210

For each citation mention, a candidate scope is211

selected starting from the citation sentence and go-212

ing in both directions until it meets the paragraph213

boundaries or the previous/next citation sentence214

(inclusive), whichever comes first. More formally, 215

consider a paragraph as a sequence of sentences 216

[S1, . . . , Sn], among which the explicit citing sen- 217

tences are Se1 , . . . , Sem . Suppose citation q is ex- 218

plicit in sentence Sei , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. We select a 219

continuous sequence of sentences as the window 220

for citation q, which is given by 221

Wq =


[S1, . . . , Se2 ], if i = 1

[Sem−1 , . . . , Sn], if i = m

[Sei−1 , . . . , Sei+1 ], otherwise

(1) 222

Statistics on our dataset show that less than 0.5%
context sentences go beyond the window. Follow-
ing Cohan et al. (2019), we append a special token
[SEP] to each sentence in the sequence. Hereafter,
we assume that 1 < i < m for ease of discussion.
For citation q, we get the text string:

[Sei−1 , [SEP], . . . , Sei+1 , [SEP]]

To differentiate citation q from other citations in the 223

window, we replace its span with a special [CLS] 224

token. This gives us the model input for q, de- 225

noted as W ′q. We use BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) to 226

encode this text string: 227

W′
q = BERT

(
W ′q
)

(2) 228

where W′
q = [Sei−1 ; [SEP]1; . . . ,Sei+1 ; [SEP]di ] 229

is the encoding of the text input, and di = ei+1 − 230

ei−1 + 1. The di [SEP] tokens are mapped to dif- 231

ferent embeddings because they are in different 232

context. Intuitively, they are each trained to en- 233

code the semantics of the preceding sentence with 234

contextual information from the entire sequence 235

(Cohan et al., 2019). 236
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Figure 1: Multi-task citation content analysis model. The window of a citation is bounded by the previous and the
next explicit citation sentences as well as paragraph boundaries.

Segment embedding Suppose citation q is ex-237

plicit in sentence Sei . In the context sentence ex-238

traction task, for each of the sentences in Wq ex-239

cept Sei , we predict whether it is also relevant to240

q. From this perspective, extracting context sen-241

tences of a citation is akin to classifying a set of242

sentence pairs {(Sei , Sk);Sk ∈Wq, Sk 6= Sei}. In243

BERT-based sentence pair classification, segment244

IDs 0 and 1 with pretrained embeddings are often245

used to differentiate two sentences that are concate-246

nated as a text input. For this task, we leverage the247

pretrained segment embeddings to mark the posi-248

tion of the explicit citing sentence, which differs in249

each window. Specifically, we used segment ID 0250

for the explicit citing sentence, and 1 for all other251

sentences. Experiments show that this design is252

crucial for the successful training of our model.253

Task classifiers We use different parts of the text254

encoding as input to multi-layer perceptron (MLP)255

classifiers for respective tasks. To identify citation256

context, we perform binary classification on each257

sentence in the window except Sei , using the repre-258

sentation of the [SEP] token, to predict whether it259

belongs to the citation context260

261

ŷ1 = MLP1 ({[SEP]p; 1 ≤ p ≤ di,262

p 6= ei − ei−1 + 1}) (3)263

The positive sentences together with Sei con-264

stitute the context of citation q, denoted as Cq,265

from which we extract subject matter spans. A266

sentence can be written as a sequence of words267

Sj = [w1
j , . . . , w

lj
j ], where lj is the number of 268

words in Sj . Likewise, we write its encoding 269

Sj in terms of contextualized word embeddings, 270

Sj = [w1
j ; . . . ;w

lj
j ], ei−1 ≤ j ≤ ei+1. 271

We perform binary classification on each token 272

in the citation context to predict whether it is con- 273

tained in a subject matter span: 274

ŷ2 = MLP2

(
{wk

j ;Sj ∈ Cq, 1 ≤ k ≤ lj}
)

(4) 275

We use the representation of the [CLS] token to 276

predict a sentiment label for this citation: positive, 277

negative, or neutral. 278

ŷ3 = MLP3 ([CLS]) (5) 279

Loss function We use the Gradient Harmonizing 280

Mechanism (GHM) loss (Li et al., 2019) to com- 281

pute the loss value of each task. The GHM loss 282

makes statistics of the Gradient Norm density to 283

reweight training samples, which has shown to im- 284

prove performance on noisy and imbalanced data. 285

This loss function can be written as follows: 286

Lt = GHM ({ŷt}, {yt}) , t = 1, 2, 3 (6) 287

where {ŷt} is the set of predictions for a task t 288

on all citations in the training data, and {yt} is the 289

set of corresponding labels. We sum up the task 290

losses to optimize them jointly. Following Cipolla 291

et al. (2018), we use learned parameters {σt}3t=1 to 292

dynamically adjust the loss weights 293

L =

3∑
t=1

1

σ2t
Lt + log(σt) (7) 294
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Friendly Adversarial Training Adversarial295

training has been shown to improve the generaliza-296

tion of NLP models (Miyato et al., 2017). Zhang297

et al. (2020) proposed the Friendly Adversarial298

Training (FAT) method, which reaches a good299

balance between the generalizability and robust-300

ness of neural models. Instead of finding the most301

adversarial example under constraints maximizing302

the loss, they find the least adversarial example303

minimizing the loss as long as it is confidently304

misclassified by the model. It can be written as:305
306

x̃i = arg min
x̃∈Bε(xi)

l(f(x̃), yi)307

s.t. l(f(x̃), yi)−min
y∈Y

l(f(x̃), y) ≥ ρ (8)308

whereBε(xi) is a closed ball of radius ε centered at309

xi, and ρ is a margin representing the confidence of310

the adversarial example being misclassified. To pre-311

vent over-fitting and improve performance, we fine-312

tuned our model with FAT, which was implemented313

as an early stopped version of the Projected Gradi-314

ent Descent (PGD) method (Madry et al., 2019).315

2.3 Experimental Setup316

We used PubmedBERT (Gu et al., 2021) as the pre-317

trained language model (containing 110M parame-318

ters), and implemented our method with Hugging319

Face Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). We first320

conducted cross validation to find the best batch321

size among {8, 16, 32}, learning rate among {1e-5,322

2e-5, 5e-5} and number of training epochs between323

4 to 10 by random search on different combina-324

tions. We then chose the batch size of 8, learning325

rate of 2e-5, and 5 training epochs. The training of326

the our joint model (base) took about one hour on327

Google Colab with a P100 GPU, and 4 hours with328

adversarial training. We evaluated our model using329

a 80-20 training/test split and averaged our results330

over 5 random seeds. In addition to evaluating the331

performance of our joint citation content analysis332

model, we also assessed the effect of removing one333

or two tasks on the remaining task(s). As baseline334

for each task, we consider the single task model335

based on the same BERT architecture.336

3 Results337

Table 2 shows descriptive statistics of the corpus.338

We observe that implicit context sentences (those339

without the citation marker) constitute 7.2% of all340

candidate sentences and that more than 75% of the341

sentiment labels are neutral, indicating the data for342

these tasks are imbalanced. Citations indicating 343

disagreement (negative sentiment) are rare (7.4%), 344

as has been observed in similar work (Athar, 2014). 345

On average, there are 0.24 implicit sentences per 346

citation. While not very high, when they occur, im- 347

plicit sentences often include informative context 348

for the citation (as shown in Example 1). Subject 349

matter spans are typically long and, on average, 350

correspond to about half of the context window. 351

Each citation context window contains about 1.7 352

disjoint subject matter spans, suggesting that dis- 353

cussion of points from the reference paper can be 354

diffuse within the context window (Table 1 row 3). 355

General characteristics

Number of articles 285
Number of sentences 11,845
Number of words 338,750
Number of citations 4,182

Context sentences

Number of implicit context sentences per
citation

0.24±0.59

Number of candidate context sentences
per citation

3.39±2.05

Ratio of implicit context sentences 7.2%

Subject matter spans

Number of subject matter words per cita-
tion

20±15

Number of words in each citation context 40±21
Number of words in each subject matter
span

12±9

Ratio of positive words (words inside a
subject matter span)

49.2%

Sentiment

Neutral 3,172 (75.8%)
Positive 702 (16.8%)
Negative 308 (7.4%)

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the corpus

The evaluation results for our joint model are 356

shown in Table 3. We use F1 score as the eval- 357

uation metric for context sentence classification. 358

Because subject matter spans are typically much 359

longer than typical named entities, we consider 360

partial match better than exact match and use the 361

average IoU score for subject matter extraction. We 362

use macro-F1 and accuracy to evaluate citation sen- 363

timent classification, in line with previous work on 364

this corpus (Xu et al., 2015; Kilicoglu et al., 2019). 365

The results show that joint model improves per- 366

formance broadly by enabling effective knowledge 367
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Model
Context Subject matter Sentiment

F1 ∆ IoU ∆ F1 ∆

Joint (base) 61.18 - 74.54 - 76.05 -
Joint (FAT) 62.14 +0.96 73.90 -0.66 76.88 +0.83

Ablating tasks

- - 73.34 -1.20 75.59 -0.46
61.04 -0.14 - - 75.06 -0.99
59.93 -1.25 73.80 -0.74 - -
59.82 -1.36 - - - -

- - 73.89 -0.65 - -
- - - - 74.22 -1.83

Table 3: Performance of our joint citation content analysis model on the test split and effects of ablating different
tasks. "∆" corresponds to the difference from the Joint (base) model. In the ablating task rows, if a cell is empty,
it corresponds to training the multi-task model without the data corresponding to the task of that column.

Model
Overall Per Category

Accu. Macro-F1 Cat Pr. Rec. F1

Joint model (this paper) 87.4 76.1
Neutral 93.4 91.7 92.5
Positive 77.0 79.2 78.1
Negative 55.3 61.8 58.3

Single model (this paper) 86.5 74.2
Neutral 87.6 96.3 91.7
Positive 77.1 73.4 75.2
Negative 58.5 54.9 56.6

(Kilicoglu et al., 2019) 88.2 72.1
Neutral 89.5 98.2 93.7
Positive 78.3 68.1 72.8
Negative 93.0 34.1 49.7

(Xu et al., 2015) 87.0 71.9
Neutral 88.6 96.6 92.4
Positive 82.3 64.4 72.3
Negative 71.1 39.9 51.1

Table 4: Comparison of our models with previously reported results on sentiment classification. Best results are
shown in bold.

sharing across tasks. We observe that removing one368

task or two tasks from multi-task learning consis-369

tently decreases the performance of the remaining370

task(s). Compared to the baseline (single-task), we371

observe a 1.36% increase in absolute points for372

context classification (row 4 in Table 3), 0.65% in-373

crease for subject matter extraction (row 5), and374

1.83% increase for sentiment classification (row 6).375

It is not surprising that the subject matter extraction376

is improved less by the multi-task setting, since the377

baseline BERT model already takes advantage of378

the balanced dataset for this token prediction task.379

Using FAT (Zhang et al., 2020) further improves380

the performance for context sentence and sentiment381

tasks by 0.96% and 0.83% respectively, despite a382

slight drop in the subject matter performance.383

Table 4 compares the per-class sentiment classi- 384

fication performance to previous work. We observe 385

that, with the joint model, macro-F1 score is im- 386

proved by 4% absolute points over the previous 387

best result, while the accuracy is slightly lower 388

(by 0.8%). On the other hand, recognition of posi- 389

tive and negative sentiment labels is significantly 390

improved with this model (5.3% and 7.2% points, 391

respectively). While the baseline single-task BERT 392

model is not as successful as the joint model, it still 393

outperforms the previously reported models, when 394

it comes to positive and negative sentiment labels. 395

4 Discussion 396

Our hypothesis was that better resolution of citation 397

context and subject matter would benefit citation 398
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sentiment classification. Ablation results in Ta-399

ble 3 show that both citation context and subject400

matter extraction tasks do indeed benefit sentiment401

classification, with their joint effect being the best.402

The benefit from the context classification task is403

expected. Since our input window often contains404

multiple citations, the supervision from the cita-405

tion context task helps the model better focus on406

the context of the current citation to predict its407

sentiment. Moreover, we find that the subject mat-408

ter extraction task plays a more important role in409

improving sentiment classification. To better un-410

derstand the benefit brought by the subject matter411

extraction task, we observed examples of citations412

that would have been classified incorrectly without413

this task. Table 5 shows a selection of examples.414

We find that the subject matter task is helpful be-415

cause it provides: (a) fine-grained localization of416

the content of the cited work to distinguish it from417

other citations or clauses comparing it to the cur-418

rent work within the same context (Table 5 row 1);419

(b) important linguistic clues showing the authors’420

interpretive commentary toward the the cited work421

(Table 5 row 2).422

Citation context classification errors Some ci-423

tation context classification errors were due to miss-424

ing the coreference between one entity in the im-425

plicit citation sentence with another in the explicit426

citing sentence. Synonymy of biomedical terms427

had a similar effect (e.g. ADHD and hyperactivity),428

suggesting that infusing knowledge into the mod-429

els beyond what is included in pretrained language430

models (e.g., explicit knowledge from UMLS (Bo-431

denreider, 2004)) could further enhance the model432

performance. We also observed annotation incon-433

sistencies, which potentially misled the model.434

Subject matter span extraction errors Table 6435

shows some typical subject matter extraction errors.436

We find three main error types: (a) the prediction437

omits a few words from the annotated span (row438

1), possibly because the subject matter spans are439

too long; (b) subject matter span can be somewhat440

ambiguous (row 2); (c) several citations form a441

complex case of coordination ellipsis (row 3).442

Casting the problem as span prediction (Lee443

et al., 2017) rather than sequence labeling could444

alleviate the first problem, although long spans may445

also lead to an explosion of candidate spans. More446

specific annotation guidelines could help with con-447

sistency and improve the second problem, while448

enhancing representations with AMR graphs (Ba- 449

narescu et al., 2013) or dependency trees could help 450

with the third problem. 451

Citation sentiment classification errors We ob- 452

serve that the main confusion in sentiment classi- 453

fication comes from misclassifying positive and 454

negative citations as neutral. This is in line with 455

previous studies, which indicate that positive and 456

negative sentiment in scientific articles is often im- 457

plicit (negative sentiment more so) (Athar, 2011). 458

We present two types of errors in Table 7, the first 459

involving positive polarity and the second negative, 460

both misclassified as neutral. Note that important 461

clues are somewhat implicit. The second example 462

also illustrates that domain knowledge could help 463

the model better capture the implicit sentiment (no 464

randomization indicating a less rigorous study). 465

Limitations Our study has limitations. We find 466

that the annotations have some consistency is- 467

sues. Annotating citation context and subject mat- 468

ter boundaries precisely are both challenging tasks, 469

as shown by relatively low inter-annotator agree- 470

ment score for exact matches. Improving corpus 471

quality through additional annotation and adjudica- 472

tion would improve model performance and utility. 473

We cast citation context extraction as sentence 474

classification. Although clause level contexts oc- 475

cur (Abu-Jbara and Radev, 2012), they were un- 476

common in our data (96% IoU of context spans 477

and sentences). We also did not consider contexts 478

beyond adjacent citations (0.5% of the cases). 479

5 Related Work 480

Most NLP research in citation analysis has fo- 481

cused on the computational linguistics literature, 482

owing to the availability of the ACL Anthology 483

Corpus (Radev et al., 2013), which has been used 484

to study citation significance (Athar, 2014), senti- 485

ment (Athar, 2011; Athar and Teufel, 2012), and 486

context (Qazvinian and Radev, 2010; Abu-Jbara 487

and Radev, 2012). The effect of multi-sentence 488

context identification on citation sentiment has also 489

been investigated, with contradictory results (Athar 490

and Teufel, 2012; Abu-Jbara et al., 2013). Multi- 491

task learning for citation content analysis has fo- 492

cused on citation function/provenance (Su et al., 493

2019) and sentiment/purpose classification (Yousif 494

et al., 2019). In the biomedical domain, citation 495

content analysis is relatively understudied, existing 496

work focusing primarily on citation function (Agar- 497
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Correct
prediction

Wrong
prediction Citation context

neutral negative

Given that pulp therapy in the hands of specialists can often have a
failure rate of over 10% [47-50], and that it is quite an invasive
treatment for a child to be expected to cope with, it would seem
prudent to revise the recommendation made by Duggal [44].

negative neutral

Lobo et al. did not report the ASA classification, but their exclusion
criteria very likely prohibited inclusion of patients classified as ASA 3
[17]. Thus, our patients were at a higher perioperative risk due to the
higher prevalence of co-morbidity and therefore, they may have
benefited from a more conventional fluid intake.

Table 5: Examples of the subject matter extraction task correcting sentiment predictions. The true positive, false
positive and false negative words for the subject matter task are marked in green, blue, and red respectively.

Citation Context
Endothelial dysfunction is often seen in patients with metabolic syndrome, and it is recognized as a
primary pathogenic factor of atherosclerosis [4, 18].

The technique of using the consumption of morphine during PCA treatment of postoperative pain, as
a measure of the effect of the analgesic regime under study, has been used in several other studies of
this kind [5, 6].

CU has been widely studied throughout literature for its anti-inflammatory [13, 14], anti-oxidant [15],
antibacterial [16] and wound healing [17] properties.

Table 6: Examples of subject matter span extraction errors. True positive, false positive and false negative words
are marked in green, blue, and red respectively.

Citation Context

Also, Ashley [10] found a decrease in the intake of saturated fat and cholesterol by the inclusion of
PMR. As expected, PMR + I and INU groups significantly increased total fiber intake from 13.9 to
17.5, and 13.6 to 20.8 g/d per day, respectively. An increase in dietary fiber intake is highly
recommended in obese subjects [39].

An observational study of 398 ICU patients with suspected VAP reported that the mortality rate was
significantly (P=0.001) lower in patients with DE (17%) than in those with no change in therapy
(23.7%) or escalation (42.6%) [5]. That study, however, was observational, with no randomization,
and other factors, such as baseline disease severity, may have influenced treatment outcomes, rather
than the DE itself.

Table 7: Examples of citation sentiment wrongly predicted as neutral. Important clues are marked in bold.

wal et al., 2010) and sentiment (Xu et al., 2015;498

Kilicoglu et al., 2019).499

6 Conclusions and Future Work500

In this paper, we proposed a multi-task model to501

jointly address three citation content analysis tasks:502

citation context classification, subject matter extrac-503

tion, and sentiment classification. Our experimen-504

tal results show that all tasks benefit from multi-505

task learning. Our citation sentiment model outper-506

formed previous best model. We also illustrated507

how subject matter extraction benefits sentiment508

classification. Finally, we observed error cases to509

gain insights into the remaining challenges in our510

models and data. These models can serve as a step 511

toward better models of linking citation in citing 512

papers to relevant reference paper spans and can ul- 513

timately support challenging tasks, such as citation 514

accuracy assessment (Kilicoglu, 2018). 515

In future work, we plan to address data qual- 516

ity and consistency issues in the dataset. We will 517

also explore methods to evaluate the contribution 518

of external knowledge to enhance our model (e.g., 519

UMLS embeddings (Maldonado et al., 2019)). Fi- 520

nally, we are interested in exploring how citation 521

context and subject matter analysis could interact 522

with other citation content analysis tasks, such as 523

citation function (Jurgens et al., 2018). 524
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